www.parker.com/virtualengineer

Collaborate on a Whole New Level
Virtual Engineer is a new tool where users can easily enter application specifications (ex. speed, load,
external forces) and quickly navigate to accurately sized product options.
Features include: Product life estimation, “Compare” function for multiple products (including price),
CAD model availability, and a “My Projects” area, allowing engineers to create, save, and share
projects to revisit at a later time.
After completing specifications, Virtual Engineer will clearly display the differences between the most
suitable products, and this information can be submitted to Parker for a price quote.
With the ability to connect directly with Parker motion control experts, Virtual Engineer takes
collaboration to a whole new level, and by doing so, helps to increase efficiency of your own valuable
engineering resources.
STEP

1

Intuitive Graphical Interface

Enter your application details in the easy-to-use interface with visual guides
for load position, orientation relative to gravity and external forces

Virtual Engineer uses the
application details and
passes through hundreds
of formulas in the
background, utilizing
over 1,000,000 variables
Enter application details and Virtual Engineer runs hundreds of
millions of difficult calculations in the background, utilizing over a
million product specific data points. After completing a dynamic
simulation and analysis of Parker’s products performing in your
application, a list of products that meet your criteria is presented.

www.parker.com/virtualengineer

STEP

2

Product Comparison

Make your ﬁnal product selections, conﬁgure part numbers and download
CAD ﬁles in a matter of minutes

Sort based on what is important
to you: velocity capacity, price,
drive train lead, etc…

3D CAD models now available in
multitudes of native formats for
easy import into your system

STEP

3

Design Collaboration & RFQ

Collaborate internally with your team and also externally with
Parker via chat, email or system dashboard. Seamlessly save
your project and submit your project for quotation.

